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Abstract
The event-by-event ﬁssion model FREYA generates large samples of complete ﬁssion events from which any observable can ex-
tracted, including ﬂuctuations of the observables and the correlations between them. We describe here how FREYA was recently
reﬁned to include angular momentum throughout. Subsequently we present some recent results for both neutron and photon ob-
servables.
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1. Introduction
FREYA (Fission Reaction Event Yield Algorithm) was developed to produce large samples of complete ﬁssion
events from which any desired ﬁssion observable can subsequently be extracted [Randrup and Vogt (2009)]. Each
ﬁssion event is characterized by full information about the two product nuclei and the emitted neturons and photons:
AL, ZL, PL, SL : mass & charge number and linear & angular momentum of the light product nucleus, (1)
AH, ZH, PH, SH : mass & charge number and linear & angular momentum of the heavy product nucleus, (2)
pn, n = 1, . . . , ν : momenta of the ν neutrons, (3)
qm, m = 1, . . . ,Nγ : momenta of the Nγ photons. (4)
It is straightforward to obtain any observable, including ﬂuctuations and correlations, and detection cuts and accep-
tances can readily be incorporated. Furthermore, because the event generation is very fast, it is practical to incorporate
FREYA into existing transport codes.
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2. FREYA without angular momentum
To facilitate the later discussion, we ﬁrst describe how FREYA works without consideration of angular momentum.
More complete descriptions have been given by Randrup and Vogt (2009); Vogt et al. (2009, 2011, 2012); Vogt and
Randrup (2013); Randrup and Vogt (2014).
The excitation energy of the initial ﬁssionable nucleus is determined from the energy of the incoming neutron,
or speciﬁed explicitly (as is useful when addressing photon-induced ﬁssion leading to excitations below the neutron
separation energy). Sequential pre-ﬁssion evaporation is considered in competition with ﬁssion according to a simple
model for Γn/Γf [Vogt et al. (2012)].
Once the mass number A0, charge number Z0, and excitation energy E0 of the ﬁssioning nucleus have been deter-
mined, the ﬁrst task is to select the mass partition, i.e. the mass numbers of the two primary ﬁssion fragments, AL and
AH. This is done by sampling one of them from a speciﬁed mass distribution based on experimental data and then
obtaining the other one by baryon number conservation, AL + AH = A0. Subsequently, the fragment charge numbers
ZL and ZH are obtained by sampling one of them from a distribution of the form P(Zi; Ai) ∼ exp(−(Zi − Zi)2/2σ2Z)
with Zi = (Z0/A0)Ai, as suggested by experiment [Reisdorf et al. (1971); Lemaire et al. (2005)] and then getting the
other one by charge conservation, ZL + ZH = Z0.
The fragments are emitted back-to-back in the frame of the ﬁssioning nucleus and their total kinetic energy TKE
is determined in several steps. For the given mass split, the average value of the total kinetic energy is taken as
TKE(Af ) = TKEexp(Af ) − dTKE(E0), where the (relatively small) shift away from the data is adjusted so that the
resulting overall mean neutron multiplicity ν¯ matches the experimental value at the given energy E0. The mean total
fragment energy of the two fragments, E
∗
, then follows from energy conservation,
E
∗
= E
∗
L + E
∗
H = QLH + E0 − TKE . (5)
Here QLH = M(A0,Z0) − M(AL,ZL) − M(AH,ZH) is the Q-value for the particular mass-charge split. In thermal
equilibrium the mean excitations of the individual fragments are in proportion to their respective heat capacities,
which, in the simple Fermi-gas model, in turn are proportional to the level-density parameters ai = Ai/e0, where
e0 ≈ 10MeV is taken as a somewhat adjustable parameter. The corresponding common temperature T is given by
E
∗
= (aL + aH)T 2. But because the light fragment tends to acquire more than its “fair share” of the excitation, we
adjust these averages by means of the adjustable parameter x, taking the individual fragment excitations to be
E
∗
L = x
aL
aL + aH
E
∗
, E
∗
H = E
∗ − E∗L . (6)
Subsequently we sample the ﬂuctuations in excitation, δE∗L and δE
∗
H, using that the equilibrium variance in E
∗
i is
given by σ2(E∗i ) = 2E
∗
i T and we thus obtain the actual fragment excitations as E
∗
i = E
∗
i +δE
∗
i . The total kinetic energy
is then adjusted correspondingly,
TKE = TKE − δE∗L − δE∗H . (7)
The direction of the relative fragment motion is sampled isotropically and the individual fragment momenta PL and
PH then follow by energy and momentum conservation.
The fully accelerated fragments undergo sequential neutron evaporation as long as it is energetically possible and
the resulting product nuclei subsequently dispose of their excitation by sequential emission of photons. At each step
for both processes, the maximum possible temperature in the daughter nucleus is calculated, Tmax, and the kinetic
energy of the ejectile is then sampled from a simple black-body spectral proﬁle. The non-relativistic form is used for
neutrons while the ultra-relativistic form is used for photons,
dNn/dn ∼ n exp(−n/Tmax) , dNγ/dγ ∼ 2γ exp(−γ/Tmax) , (8)
where the kinetic energies are n = |pn|2/2m for the ν neutrons and m = |qm| for the Nγ photons. All ejectiles are
emitted isotropically in the respective emitter frame and the nuclear momentum recoils are taken into account after
each individual emission.
It is possible to generate one million complete ﬁssion events in about ten seconds on a standard laptop computer.
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3. Incorporation of angular momentum
Angular momentum in FREYA is taken into account at three distinct stages: prior to ﬁssion, at scission, and during
the sequential decay of the ﬁssion fragments.
3.1. Pre-scission angular momentum
The angular momentum of the initial compound nucleus is either speciﬁed explicitly or obtained by sampling the
impact parameter of the incoming neutron, assuming that it is fully absorbed. The eﬀect of rotation on the possible
pre-ﬁssion sequential neutron evaporation is treated in the same manner as the evaporation from the rotating ﬁssion
fragments. The resulting pre-ﬁssion angular momentum is denoted by S0.
3.2. Scission
At scission each of the two fragments will inherit its share of S0. The mean fragment spins will then be Si =
(Ii/I)S0, where I = IL + IH + IR is the total moment of inertia and IR = μR2 where R = RL − RH. The remainder
of S0 will become the mean angular momentum of the relative fragment motion, L = μR × U = (IR/I)S0, where
U = R˙L − R˙H is the relative fragment velocity right after scission.
In addition to the above average fragment spins arising from the overall rotation of the dinuclear complex, the two
fragments also acquire ﬂuctuating amounts, δSL and δSH . Generally, a dinuclear system has six normal modes of
rotation [Døssing and Randrup (1985)], namely tilting and twisting, in which the fragments rotate in the same or in
the opposite sense around the dinuclear axis zˆ = R/R, and wriggling and bending, in which the fragments rotate in
the same or in the opposite sense around an axis perpendicular to the dinuclear axis, see Fig. 1. The two latter types
of mode are then each doubly degenerate, corresponding to independent rotations around xˆ and yˆ. As in Vogt and
Randrup (2013), we consider only the latter four modes because the agitation of the former two tends to be suppressed
due to the constricted neck [Døssing and Randrup (1985)].
The contribution to the rotational energy from these four dinuclear rotational modes is given by
δErot = s2+/2I+ + s2−/2I− , (9)
where the angular momenta of the normal modes have the form s± = (sx±, s
y
±, 0), with the plus referring to the wriggling
modes (in which the rotations of the two fragments are parallel) and the minus to the bending modes (in which the
rotations of the two fragments are opposite). The associated moments of inertia are
I+ = (IL + IH)I/IR , I− = ILIH/(IL + IH) . (10)
It is assumed that these normal dinuclear rotational modes are being agitated statistically during the scission process.
Thus, in each event, the values of s± are being sampled from distributions of the form
P±(s±= (sx±, s
y
±, 0)) ds
x
±ds
y
± ∼ e−s2±/2I±TS dsx±dsy±, (11)
where the “spin temperature” is related to the scission temperature by TS = cS T , with cS taken as a somewhat
adjustable global parameter.
Other recent Monte Carlo calculations of prompt photon emission from ﬁssion fragments [Litaize (2010); Reg-
nier (2012); Becker (2013)] do not keep track of the fragment spin directions but consider only their magni-
tudes. Integer values of these, Ji, are sampled independently for each fragment from distributions of the form
P(Ji) ∼ (2Ji + 1) exp(Ji(Ji + 1)/2σ2) [Becker (2013)] or P(Ji) ∼ (2Ji + 1) exp((Ji + 12 )2/2σ2) [Litaize (2010);
Regnier (2012)] where the spin cut-oﬀ parameter σ is either [Litaize (2010)] speciﬁed (
√
2σ = 6 for light frag-
ments and
√
2σ = 7.2 for heavy fragments) or [Regnier (2012); Becker (2013)] taken from the RIPL3.0 data library
[RIPL (2009)].
In FREYA the ﬂuctuating angular momentum components of the individual fragments are given by
δS x,yL = (IL/I+)sx,y+ + sx,y− , δS x,yH = (IH/I+)sx,y+ − sx,y− , δS zL = δS zH = 0 . (12)
Consequently, the total angular momenta of the fragments are SL = SL + δSL and SH = SH + δSH.
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Fig. 1. Angular momentum is included in FREYA by augmenting the rigidly rotating scission conﬁguration (top) by the (doubly degenerate)
dinuclear wriggling and bending modes, for which the fragment rotations are perpendicular to the dinuclear axis, while ignoring the tilting and
twisting modes (bottom), for which the rotations are directed along the dinuclear axis.
The resulting orbital angular momentum is then L = L − δSL − δSH. Because the geometrical conﬁguration has
not been aﬀected by the angular-momentum ﬂuctuations, the “exit” z axis remains the same, zˆ′ = zˆ = R/R. However,
the exit y axis, being directed along the resulting orbital angular momentum, has changed, yˆ′ = L/L, and therefore
xˆ′ = yˆ′ × zˆ′ also diﬀers from xˆ.
The fragment rotations reduce the scission excitation energy, so (5) is modiﬁed,
E
∗
= E
∗
L + E
∗
H = QLH + E0 − TKE − S 2L/2IL − S 2H/2IH . (13)
3.3. Exit trajectory
Because the further relative fragment motion is subject to the dinuclear Coulomb force, the asymptotic fragment
motion is not along the direction of the dinuclear scission axis. We estimate the resulting ﬁnal direction by assuming
that the separating fragments follow a Coulomb trajectory with the scission conﬁguration being the closest approach,
an approximation that ignores the initial radial kinetic energy (which is quite small compared to the nearly 200 MeV
gained from the Coulomb push). The resulting eﬀect is typically just a few degrees.
4. Neutron evaporation with angular momentum
The original FREYA evaporation procedure has been modiﬁed in two regards to take account of angular momentum:
1) the emitting nucleus may generally be rotating, and 2) the emitted neutron carries away some angular momentum.
The general approach is as follows: First the emission point is selected randomly on the nuclear surface and a neutron
is then emitted from the local surface element as usual, but it is subsequently boosted by the local rotational velocity
of the emission point and the linear and angular momentum recoils are taken into account.
Because these eﬀects are relatively small, it is assumed for simplicity that the evaporating nuclei are spherical.
Then the orientation of the shape is unaﬀected by the nuclear rotation and the formulas are simpler. The treatment
below holds in the center-of-mass (CM) system of the evaporating nucleus. The nuclear CM reference system xyz
is aligned with the adopted external XYZ reference system, its origin is at the CM of the emitting nucleus, and it is
moving with the CM velocity. In this coordinate system, the points (x, y, z) located on the spherical surface of the
emitting nucleus are characterized by x2 + y2 + z2 = R2A, where RA = r0A
1/3 is the nuclear radius. It is therefore
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straightforward to sample the emission point r = (x, y, z) = RA(sinϑ cosϕ, sinϑ sinϕ, cosϑ). The nuclear rotation
vector is ω = S/I, so the local rotational velocity w at the emission point r is given by w(r) = (wx.wy,wz) = ω × r.
In order to sample the local velocity of the emitted neutron, we need to introduce a local reference system abc,
where cˆ points outwards along the local surface normal (so that the ab plane is tangential to the surface at the emission
point r). Because the shape is a sphere, the local normal is directed along r, so cˆ = r/r. Choosing bˆ to lie in the XY
plane, we then use
aˆ = bˆ × cˆ = (cosϑ cosϕ, cosϑ sinϕ,− sinϑ) , (14)
bˆ = cˆ × aˆ = (− sinϕ, cosϕ, 0) , (15)
cˆ = aˆ × bˆ = (sinϑ cosϕ, sinϑ sinϕ, cosϑ) . (16)
To sample the emission velocity u in the local co-moving abc frame, we ﬁrst sample the emission energy  as before
using P() ∼  exp(−/Tmax), and then sample the (outwards) direction (θ, φ) (where the polar angle θ is measured
relative to the local surface normal cˆ) from a distribution biased by the normal component cos θ: cos2 θ = η and
φ = 2πη′ (where η and η′ are random numbers uniform on (0, 1]), so that
u = u sin θ cos φ aˆ + u sin θ sin φ bˆ + u cos θ cˆ . (17)
Because the sampled energy  is the kinetic energy of the relative motion of the emitted neutron and the residual
daughter nucleus, we have (non-relativistically)  = 12μu
2 where μ is the reduced mass, 1/μ = 1/m + 1/M′. The
local velocity of the emitted neutron is therefore un) = u/(1 + m/M′) and its total velocity in the CM of the emitting
nucleus is vn = un + w, where w is the local boost from the rotation. Its momentum is then pn = mvn and momentum
conservation dictates that the momentum of the daughter nucleus be P′ = −pn, in the CM of the mother nucleus.
Furthermore, by angular-momentum conservation we may obtain the angular momentum of the daughter nucleus,
S′ = S − , where  = r × pn is the angular momentum carried away by the emitted neutron. The corresponding
rotational energy of the residue is E′rot = (S ′)2/2I′. The energy balance then determines Q′, the statistical excitation
energy of the daughter,
Q′ = Q − S n −  + Erot − E′rot , (18)
where Q is the statistical excitation of the mother nucleus and Erot = S 2/2I is its rotational energy, and the neutron
separation energy is S n = M′ + m − M.
The Q-value for neutron evaporation, Q∗n, is equal to the maximum possible statistical excitation in the daughter
nucleus, Q′max. Without angular momentum taken into account, the softest emission has  = 0 and leads to the maximal
excitation energy in the daughter. However, when angular momentum is incorporated, even such an ultra-soft emission
generally produces both linear and angular recoils due to the rotational motion of the emission point. Only when the
emission point r is at one of the poles (i.e., r is along or opposite the angular momentum S), then there is no rotational
motion w and an ultra-soft emission produces no recoil, (i.e., the linear and angular momenta of the daughter nucleus
then remain the same as those of the mother). Because the daughter nucleus has a smaller moment of inertia, it will
have a larger rotational energy. As a consequence, Q∗n is correspondingly reduced,
Q∗n = M + S
2/2I + Q − mn − M′ − S 2/2I′ . (19)
Furthermore, as before, it is necessary to verify that a given sampled emission energy  does not violate the bound set
by energy conservation (i.e., the resulting statistical excitation Q′ must be positive). The inclusion of the rotational
motion introduces stricter bounds that depend on the location of the emission point r. Therefore a given sampling of
 must be repeated more frequently, though still relatively rarely.
5. Photon emission
After neutron evaporation has ceased, the residual product nucleus has a statistical excitation energy of Q < S n. It
now proceeds to deexcite by sequential photon emission which is assumed to occur in two stages: First the statistical
excitation energy is radiated away by sequential photon emission, leaving a cold but rotating product nucleus, which
then completes its deexcitation by photon emission along the yrast line.
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The statistical photon emission is treated in a manner analogous to neutron evaporation, see Eq. (8), the only
diﬀerences being that the photon has no mass and no separation energy (so an infrared cut-oﬀ is introduced). The
procedure for statistical emission is repeated until the available statistical excitation energy has been exhausted. The
remaining excitation is then purely rotational and is disposed of by a stretched E2 cascade, in which each photon
reduces the product spin by two units.
6. Illustrative results
The most important rotational eﬀects in ﬁssion at low energy arise from the angular momenta of the fragments,
primarily acquired at scission. To bring these eﬀects out as clearly as possible, we consider here spontaneous ﬁssion
where there is no rotation prior to scission nor any pre-ﬁssion neutrons emitted.
Table 1 shows how much angular momentum the fragments acquire in various scenarios. In scenario 0 the primary
ﬁssion fragments are not endowed with any angular momentum ﬂuctuations and, because we are considering sponta-
neous ﬁssion, the average fragment angular momenta also vanish initially and their ﬁnal angular momenta (prior to
the photon deexcitation) are due solely to the evaporation recoils.
Table 1. The three scenarios considered for spontaneous ﬁssion of 252Cf which are distinguished by the value of the factor cS = TS /Tsc that
governs the magnitude of the fragment spin ﬂuctuations. For each scenario are the values of the usual FREYA parameters e0, x and dTKE (in MeV),
the latter having been adjusted so that the resulting average neutron multiplicity ν is approximately the same for all scenarios. Also shown are the
resulting mean magnitudes of the angular momenta of the initial light and heavy ﬁssion fragments, S L and S H . [From Randrup and Vogt (2014).]
252Cf(sf) e0 x dTKE ν S L () S H ()
0: cS=0.0 10 1.3 2.6 3.76 0.02 0.02
1: cS=0.1 10 1.3 2.4 3.76 1.82 2.25
2: cS=1.0 10 1.3 0.5 3.75 6.16 7.63
One would expect that the angular distribution of neutrons evaporated from a rotating nucleus will acquire an oblate
shape due to the rotational boost that enhances emission in the plane perpendicular to the angular momentum S of
the emitting nucleus. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 (left), which shows, in the three scenarios, the angular distribution
of the evaporated neutrons relative to the spin direction of the emitting nucleus. There is indeed a preference for
equatorial emission which increases steadily with cS , but the ﬂattening never exceeds a rather modest level. The eﬀect
for scenario 0, in which the fragments are formed without any rotation, is due to sequential neutron emission: After
the ﬁrst neutron emission, a fragment will generally rotate somewhat as a result of the recoil, so subsequent neutron
emissions generally occur from nuclei that rotate and they will therefore be subject to the associated centrifugal force.
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Fig. 2. Left: The angular distribution of evaporated neutrons relative to the direction of the angular momentum of the emitting nucleus, as obtained
for 252Cf(sf) in the three scenarios. Right: The distribution of the angle between the post-evaporation fragment angular momentum and that of the
initial compound nucleus, Δθ, for cS = 0, 0.1, 1.0, with dTKE having been adjusted in each scenario to yield ν¯ = 2.75. [Randrup and Vogt (2014)]
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In order to illustrate the angular momentum eﬀects for ﬁssion of initially rotating nuclei, we consider thermal-
neutron induced ﬁssion, namely 239Pu(nth,f). The absorption of the incoming neutron endows the resulting compound
nucleus, 240Pu, with a (small) angular momentum S0. Thus the scission conﬁguration is (slowly) rotating and, as a
consequence, the nascent ﬁssion fragments have a nonvanishing (though small) average angular momentum compo-
nent directed along S0, in addition to the ﬂuctuating amounts acquired during scission. Subsequently, the fragment
angular momenta are modiﬁed slightly by each neutron evaporation. Figure 2 (right) shows the directional correlation
between the post-evaporation fragment angular momenta S′i and the initial compound angular momentum S0.
Fig. 3. A cut through the three-dimensional distribution of the neutron velocities. The circles correspond to the speciﬁed values of the neutron
kinetic energy in the laboratory ppppppp(En = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5MeV) which is indicated by the dot. Such a contour plot was preented in Bowman et al.
(1963).
Because the neutrons are evaporated from fragments that are moving oppositely, their angular distribution is not
isotropic and they have non trivial angular correlations. The kinematical situation is illustrated in Fig. 3. The dumbbell
shape the neutron distribution is reﬂected in the angular distribution of the neutrons relative to the fragment direction,
as illustrated in Fig. 4 (left). The calculated results compare well with those obtained from experiment Fig. 4 (right).
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Fig. 4. Left: The default FREYA calculations are shown for 252Cf(sf) neutrons correlated with the light fragment. The neutrons emitted from the
light fragment (dashed red) and those emitted from the heavy fragment (dot-dot-dashed blue) are compared to the correlation of all neutrons with
the light fragment; all neutrons have a minimum kinetic energy of 0.5 MeV. Right: The default FREYA calculations are compared to 252Cf(sf)
neutron-light fragment angular correlation data [Bowman et al. (1963)] (red squares) and [Skarsvag and Bergheim (1963)] (blue circles); the
minimum kinetic energy of the neutrons is 0.5 MeV. [From Vogt and Randrup (2014).]
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The neutron-neutron angular correlation is of particular interest and we therefore illustrate (in Fig. 5) the robustness
of this observable by changing the model parameters one at a time away from their standard value:
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Fig. 5. The angular correlation between two neutrons emitted from 252Cf(sf) as a function of the opening angle between the two neutrons, θnn.
The FREYA results are shown for neutron kinetic energies E > 0.5 MeV. The results of diﬀerent parameter choices in FREYA are compared to the
default results: cS = 1, Qmin = 0.01MeV, x = 1.3, e0 = 10MeV, and c = 1. (a) Parameters aﬀecting photon emission are varied. The dashed
red curve is with cS = 0.1, Qmin = 0.01MeV while the dot-dashed green curve is with cS = 1, Qmin = 1MeV. (b) The parameter aﬀecting the
relative excitation energy of the light fragment, x, is varied. The dot-dot-dashed red curve is the result for x = 1, equal partition between the light
and heavy fragments. T he dot-dashed-dashed green curve shows the result when giving the light fragment even more energy, x = 1.6, while the
dashed blue curve shows a result with x = 0.75, with more excitation given to the heavy than to the light fragment. (c) The parameter governing the
level density is varied. The dashed magenta curve is with e0 = 8 MeV while the dot-dashed maroon curve is with e0 = 12 MeV. (d) The parameter
governing thermal ﬂuctuations is varied with c = 1.2 (dashed turquoise curve) increasing the width of the ﬂuctuation while c = 0.8 (dot-dashed
blue) decreases it. [From Vogt and Randrup (2014).]
The most striking eﬀect on the shape of the neutron-neutron angular correlation occurs in response to changing the
partition of the excitation energy between the light and heavy fragments. The small-angle enhancement for neutrons
coming from the same fragment is larger for those emitted by the light fragment because of its higher velocity from the
Coulomb repulsion at scission. Furthermore, the relative magnitude of the small-angle and large-angle enhancements
evolves as the energy sharing is changed, due to the change in the origin of the emitted neutrons. Thus, for x = 1.6
when the light fragment has a large excess energy, the peak at θnn = 0◦ is higher than the peak at θnn = 180◦. The
angular correlation function then tilts steadily in favor of the 180◦ peak as x is decreased. Such large changes in x can
be ruled out by comparison to ν(A) [Vogt and Randrup (2014)].
A recent measurement by Gagarski et al. [Gagarski (2008)] was published in 2008. They used a similar setup of
two neutron detectors with varying angular separation around the 252Cf source. The detectors were stilbene crystals
with photomultiplier tubes surrounded by shielding and the neutrons were separated from photons on the basis of
time-of-ﬂight. It was shown that separation between neutrons and photons could be achieved with the photomultiplier
tubes down to the detector threshold. By change of the event selection boundaries, it was possible to employ several
diﬀerent neutron detection thresholds: 0.425, 0.55, 0.75, 0.8, 1.2 and 1.6 MeV [Gagarski (2008)]. In Fig. 6 (left),
our results are compared to the data by Gagarski et al. for their various energy thresholds. We again see that the
agreement between the calculation and the data is very good for θnn < 90◦, while the calculation overestimates the
back-to-back peak for neutrons with kinetic energies less than 1 MeV. The improvement of the agreement between
calculations and data at higher neutron energy thresholds suggests that the dependence of the correlation on neutron-
photon competition near the evaporation threshold diminishes with neutron energy.
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Fig. 6. Left: The default FREYA calculations are compared to 252Cf(sf) two-neutron angular correlation data from Gagarski (2008) for neutron
kinetic energies greater than 0.425, 0.55, 0.8, 1.2 and 1.6 MeV. Right: The average total photon energy as a function of fragment mass A; results
calculated for either small (cS =0.1) or full (cS =1.0) spin ﬂuctuations are compared to data from Nardi (1973).
We have compared the FREYA results to the measured mass dependence of the average total photon energy released
in 252Cf(sf). The small values of cS that lead to agreement with the recent measurements of the average photon
multiplicity Nγ [Chyzh et al. (2012); Billnert (2013)], namely cS ∼ 0.1 which lead to very low average fragment
angular momenta, do not yield good agreement with the earlier measurements of the average total photon energy
emitted; agreement with the total photon energy requires cS ∼ 1, which also leads to reasonable fragment angular
momenta. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 which compares the FREYA results to the Nardi data [Nardi (1973)]. There is
a sharp drop in the measured average photon energy at symmetry, A=126, that is not reproduced by the calculations.
But apart from the region near symmetry, the trend of the data is reasonably well reproduced with cS = 1.
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